Looking for **RICHARD** – the follow-up

**Two papers and a documentary**

Following the successful Greyfriars excavation there has been a regular flow of new research papers and documentaries. Since the last *Bulletin* we have had two more papers and a new documentary.

*The Lancet* recently published a paper entitled ‘Peri-mortem Trauma in King Richard III: a skeletal analysis’ by a team of authors including Jo Appleby, Bob Woosnam-Savage, Turi King, Mathew Morris and Richard Buckley (*The Lancet*, Early Online Publication, 17 September 2014).

The paper concluded that:

The injuries were consistent with those created by weapons from the later medieval period. We could not identify the specific order of the injuries, because they were all distinct, with no overlapping wounds. Three of the injuries – two to the inferior cranium and one to the pelvis – could have been fatal. The wounds to the skull suggest that Richard was not wearing a helmet, although the absence of defensive wounds on his arms and hands suggests he was still otherwise armoured. Therefore, the potentially fatal pelvis injury was probably received post mortem, meaning that the most likely injuries to have caused his death are the two to the inferior cranium.

The full paper can be accessed at: www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(14)60804-7/fulltext.


This paper formed the basis for the television documentary *Richard III: the new evidence*. Regrettably, some aspects were rather taken out of context by the programme makers, leading to some tabloid-style headlines about Richard III’s apparent excessive eating and drinking. Professor Jane Evans, one of the papers authors, has kindly provided us with a summary of the scientific findings, at the same time setting Richard’s diet in its proper context. We’ve used this very interesting article for this issue’s *The Man Himself*, which can be found on p. 51.

Sue Taylor kindly provided the following summary of the programme, which was shown on Channel 4 on 17 August:

This intriguing documentary set out to investigate just what Richard III would have been capable of, given his scoliosis of the spine. Using the latest scientific evidence from examination of his skeleton and the services of a ‘body double’, the programme demonstrated Richard’s fighting abilities and physical state after becoming king. His spine was bent at an 80° angle, some joints were normal, but the thoracic bones showed signs of osteoarthritis, which might have caused him pain. Dominic Smee, 27, saw reports on TV of the discovery of Richard’s scoliosis and realised it was very similar to his own. He willingly volunteered to act as Richard’s double, taking part in experiments specifically designed to test his mobility and strength. On examination, his scoliosis proved to be almost exactly the same as Richard’s.

Initial tests were positive, but on the treadmill, Dominic tired easily and became breathless due to rib displacement restricting his lung capacity. He then went on to ride a horse and be fitted with medieval-style armour and take part in hand-to-hand combat. His armour, fitted by a Swedish expert, had to be personally tailored due to his condition, but once he was fully dressed his condition was not visible. Meanwhile, further examination of Richard’s bones revealed that there was a change in his diet once he became king, with a wider variety of food, especially meats, and a higher consumption of wine.

The next challenge for Dominic Smee was to recreate Richard III’s last 1,000-metre cavalry charge at Bosworth. The medieval-style saddle, with stiff supports back and front, actually helped Dominic, being more secure for him than a modern saddle. He made the charge successfully and hit the waiting quintain, thus proving that, when fully armed and mounted on horseback, Richard would have been a formidable warrior. Once dismounted, however, he would have been more vulnerable.

In conclusion, the programme proved that Richard III’s scoliosis would not have prevented him from being an effective force on the battlefield. He would have had to be very fit, trained for battle since childhood. The contribution of Dominic Smee helped the scientists bring to life the king’s likely capabilities.

We asked Dominic if he would be willing to share his experiences of the programme with the *Bulletin*, he agreed and his story follows.

**Richard III: the new evidence – Dominic’s story**

King Richard III was publicly diagnosed with severe adolescent onset idiopathic thoracic scoliosis during Channel 4/DSP’s *Richard III: the unseen story* documentary, a follow up from *The King in the Car Park*, a documentary that would capture the discovery of the remains of the last king of England to die in battle, and soon inspire a global media frenzy. This programme fascinated and intrigued me as I also have the same type of scoliosis and the degree of my curve looked to be very similar to Richard’s.
Due to this apparent similarity, I volunteered to take part in a documented experiment to find out whether it was possible for me to replicate some of Richard's recorded achievements. To determine whether he was in fact crippled because of his scoliosis, I was to undergo intensive riding and fighting training to prepare me for a final test at the end of a gruelling four months. During the course of filming, I went to Sweden to have some parts of armour custom-made by Per Lillelund Jensen, an armourer personally recommended by Dr Tobias Capwell. The aim was to discover whether or not it was possible to build a working harness for somebody with severe scoliosis. In doing so we could then suppose that Richard's own armourer may have tackled his physiological differences in a similar way.

During the final shoot at the end of the programme, we filmed a sequence where I was sitting on a vaulting horse, surrounded by halberdiers. We were trying to demonstrate how easily Richard could have defended himself, on an incapacitated mount – stuck in a swamp. The plan was to film a little of that with me and have a stunt double come in and get dragged off – for real. In a dramatic turn of events, one of the halberdiers unwittingly hooked his weapon onto my war hammer and pulled me over, simulating the saddle being cut and the king dragged off to his death. I cover what went through my mind at this very moment in the following excerpt from the book that I am writing:

Surrounded! Betrayed! Abandoned! There are too many – we cannot hold! Where are my men? The merciless onslaught of blows continues to assault me. My arms grow heavy; my body shudders from the relentless attacks. I force myself to carry on; to stand to the last.

Left by God and country to die . . . my heart sags under the hopelessness of it all. I watch as the legs of my loyal standard bearer are cruelly hacked off.

I raise my arm in protest to block a halberd, but I cannot stop them all. I desperately twist and turn, panic rising as I fight for my life, seeking to parry and deflect the inevitable. The beak of my war hammer is hooked around my opponent’s weapon and the world starts to blur. I tense.

Overcome by a sense of finality; powerless to act, I am paralysed. My armour, once a fortress of protection, was to be my undoing, my tomb. A thousand thoughts flash unwittingly across my mind as I am dragged from my mount.

CRASH! I hit the ground. My face thrust forwards, a mouthful of grass, aware yet blind, focused yet frantic. Anger bubbles up within as I struggle in vain to prise myself from the dead weight pinning my prone form to the sodden, marshy ground. Once my noble steed had carried me into battle, now he violently thrashes in defiant death throes. Feeling humiliated, and punished by a curvature of the spine, I can do nothing to neither confront nor escape the oncoming hail of blows soon to be raining down upon my stricken body. I feel my crown unceremoniously torn from my head. My final thought; ‘Traitors!’, as my body is punctured, pummelled and pillaged.

An unseen connection tied; a strand of the past united with the present; a sole witness through the visor of time. Suddenly, abruptly, I am acutely aware of how Richard may have felt in his last moments. Once a king, now just a man scrambling to survive – raw, uncontrolled primal fury lashing out desperately, clinging, clawing onto life at any cost.

Throughout the whole process I struggled with my levels of strength. I know that Richard was also described as being of gracile build and of little strength. There is some conjecture as to whether this is describing his physical characteristics, or just the charging force accompanying him. My scoliosis does cause me to tire quickly in certain situations, but many of the combative techniques require muscles that we rarely use in everyday life. Richard would have conditioned his body from an early age to do this, so the question is, would he have noticed the same issue? We do know that Richard believed his sword arm was cursed, which, in my opinion might be in reference to a reduction in either mobility or physical capacity to do what he required of it, because of his scoliosis.
I think having scoliosis has gifted me a level of wisdom. By being disadvantaged, I have felt like you have to work harder to get where you want to be, so you are constantly analysing things to determine the best course of action. Richard’s scoliosis may have led him to have an awareness of who and what was important. Because of his own weakness, he may have been able to see the value in everybody around him, which is why he did so much for the common man, and had such a loyal following.
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